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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the Way, if you want insight into Dharma as is, just don’t be taken in by the

deluded views of others.    Whatever you encounter, either within of without, slay it at once: on
meeting a buddha slay the buddha, on meeting a patriarch slay the patriarch, on meeting an
arhat, slay the arhat, on meeting your parents slay your parents, on meeting your kinsman slay
your  kinsman,  and  you  attain  emancipation.      By  not  cleaving  to  things,  you  freely  pass
through.” 

The section that we are reading now talks about killing the Buddha when you encounter
the Buddha, killing the patriarchs and the Arhats when you encounter the patriarchs and the
Arhats.    So, if one were to inappropriately, ineptly, give a teisho on this section, one would cer-
tainly be due for punishment.    Some Roshi’s who have had a university education seem to take
this section at face value.    If I look at the printed teishos that have been published they seem to
just take it at face value, but of course that is not what teisho is about.    And so they end up with
a teisho which is completely off the mark, and why is it completely off the mark?    It is because
they have not yet grasped that wisdom that really understands what it means to kill.    

So the thing that we have to grasp is, according to Buddhism, what do we really mean by
killing or giving life?    Everyday we travail, we work in order that we may live.    We’ve got to
live!    And the reason that we have to labor is because that is living in contrast to dying. The rea-
son that we get teishos that are completely off the mark is that people have forgotten the most
fundamental principle of liberation according to Buddhism is that the underlying activity consists
of two contrasting dynamic processes which could technically be referred to as tatha-gata the
thus going, and tatha-agata the thus coming.

So, when Rinzai calls out, “Followers of the Way,” those of you that practice with me,
what is his intention?    What is he trying to convey to us here, that’s what we have to look in to.
I’ve  explained many times  how the  phrase activity  of  the  dharma is  used  to  described that
process which forms this universe of ours.    Over and over again I’ve explained how it is that
what this world forming dynamic process consists of is the two contrasting activities which in
Chinese were translated as nyorai and nyoko, that is to say such coming and such going.    Rinzai
stands before us calling out strongly, “If you want to gain, if you want to manifest that wisdom
which  can  clearly  understand  this  most  fundamental  principle  of  things,  this  activity  of  the
dharma just as it is, if that’s what your goal is..”    this is how he calls out to us.      

Rinzai reveals for us who he truly is.    He reveals what he has gone through.    You may
remember in the last sesshin we told the story of how he got enlightenment by being beat up by
his master Obaku.    We told that story, Rinzai’s revelation of how through being beaten by his
teacher the eye of the Tao, the eye that can perceive the Way opened, in other words he was able
to manifest that wisdom that understands the unerring complete activity of consciousness.    So,
Rinzai is continuing his teisho, his talk on the activity of consciousness and therefore he stands
before us intensely and strongly manifesting himself.

I’ve explained many times that what it means to be born is to appear.    Now our appear-
ance is based on what activity?    What doing underlies our appearance?    But, April first I will be
exactly ninety years old.    The thing is when you get old like this you tend to want to teach by re-
peating the same thing over and over again.    I think the reason that I repeat over and over again
is that it seems like people don’t understand.    Of course some may understand, but I have a
sense that people don’t so I feel constrained to repeat myself.
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We appear through this activity of the dharma which has as its content the two contrasting
activities called tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    But no one appears having as their content the com-
plete activity of the dharma.    If one were to appear having the total activity of the dharma as
one’s content then there would be no need to study, no need to practice.    So the reason that we
need to practice, the reason that we need to study is that we appear having as our content the in-
complete doing of the dharma.    And unless within a person there arises the will to become com-
plete, the will that realizes “I am incomplete,” without that strong will one is no better than a
beast, and Zen is of no use to one.    It is irrelevant.    Lots of people say they understand.    That’s
fine.      But I ask, “Do you really understand the incomplete nature of the incomplete self?”    The
activity of the dharma is the activity that makes the whole universe.    Do you really understand
what it would mean to have that activity as your very content?    If you had the full cosmic form-
ing activity of the dharma as your content, you would have no need to see the universe as an ob-
ject.    There would be nothing for you to learn or study.    So it is incumbent upon us to con-
stantly realize that we have incomplete activity of dharma as our content.

Now what we mean by one who appears having an incomplete activity as their content, is
what is known as the satva, that is to say the sentient being, and the sentient being includes not
merely human beings but right down to the plants and even the rocks and clods of earth.    All of
these could be called satvas or sentient beings.    And what we mean by the world in which sen-
tient beings live is that which comes about when host and guest, that is to say when the subjec-
tive and the objective, the coming and the going separate, upon that separation there appears the
world of the sentient being.    So all we mean when we say that a sentient being is incomplete is
that they do not have as their content the complete activity of the dharma, the total doing.    

In other words they don’t have all of the coming and going.    According to Buddhism the
definition of how a sentient being comes into existence is that that sentient being initially re-
ceives in equal measure, absolutely equal measure receives both the going activity and the com-
ing activity.    There are a number of people here who have been given the koan, “Have kensho,
that is to say, manifest and understand how it is that the incomplete being comes about.”    Now
of course listening to the teisho you don’t really understand.    The point is listen with your belly
having cleared out your ears.    

I’ve explained over and over again how it is that to be born, which is to say for a self to
appear, when a self appears it appears receiving a tiny fraction of the going, and a tiny fraction of
the  coming.      Maybe  we  could  say  that  it  receives  .00001  of  tatha-gata  the  thus  going,
and .00001 of the tatha-agata the thus coming.    So if half of the activity, the thus going is prop-
erly .5, and the other half of the activity is properly also .5, the thus coming, what happens when
a self arises, when one is born, is that the thus going is reduced, it is now .4999, and the thus
coming likewise is reduced to .4999.    So both the thus coming and the thus going have been re-
duced to .4999.    So, although the tatha-gata, the thus going is still the tatha-gata, and the tatha-
agata, the thus coming is still tatha-agata, they’re not in their primordial pure form anymore.
And that’s why the born being finds itself in the situation of having to form a relationship with
the coming and the going.    

There is this word to control, to be under the influence of.    One speaks of being the con-
troller or the controlled, or influencing or being influenced.    So, at birth one is weak, or one
might say one’s existence is yet shallow, and so one is in the situation of being at the mercy of
having to make a relationship.    I think this is something you can understand.    That relationship
cannot be made without the parent helping.    Isn’t it true, wasn’t that your experience?    The par-
ent has to help one to form the relationship.    So when we are quite young, we are so to speak
controlled by our parents, we are dependent upon our parents, but as we grow up we find our-
selves in the opposite position of being able to control, or no longer being at the mercy of them.

Now according to Tathagata Zen, the Zen of the Buddha, what I’m talking abut now, this
situation, is what you’re supposed to be contemplating, what you’re supposed to be understand-
ing and experiencing in your zazen.    So, you have to be able to have this experience, the experi-
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ence of being too weak your self to make a relationship with father and mother, and having fa-
ther and mother take the initiative, reaching out to making a relationship with you.    This is why
it is pointed out that when    you do zazen you should not do zazen in a so called flat way.    In
other words when one does zazen that zazen must be three dimensional.    What do we mean by
three dimensional?    It means that one must experience oneself arising within a spherical activity.
One must be able to experience the world as a sphere, but nowadays in Japanese Zen they teach
it having completely forgotten this principle.     It’s tragic.     With that kind of situation Zen is
bound to deteriorate more and more.    And ultimately it will become a Zen quite different from
Mount Baldy Zen.    Every year we have the seminars in June, and for the last couple of years
we’ve had a dozen or so students from Japan from Hanazono University, the main Rinzai Zen
university in Japan, come to participate in the seminar, and by looking at them you can see right
away the state of Japanese Zen.

Now according to Buddhism the process of personal growth, of personal evolution, is a
process of the consciousness activity deepening. Now according to Zen, when one is first born
one doesn’t have a consciousness activity in the sense that we ordinarily think of consciousness,
there is only what we call in Japanese to “kan.”    “Kan 感 “ means to have a kind of sensitiv-
ity.    

Now, the complete manifestation of the activity of the source which we might call com-
plete God or complete Buddha is technically called the dharmakaya, the body of the dharma.
There are a number of you who have been given the koan “How do you manifest the dhar-
makaya?”    That’s the state of the source.    That is a state wherein the going and coming have
completely united.    Now mostly when you look at the teishos that are published nowadays they
talk about this state of oneness as a kind of tranquility wherein not even the tiniest breeze blows.
But it is not an easy thing to really understand the state, the condition of the source, so in other
words it takes many years, so the young Roshis have no choice but to talk about the condition of
the source as a kind of static tranquility.    If you go to Japan most likely you’ll be instructed that
the dharmakaya, the state of the absolute is a kind of static tranquility in which there is no think-
ing, which of course is true, and in which there is no activity whatsoever.    But in real Tathagata
Zen, in the Buddha’s Zen that’s not how we describe the state of the source.    Now according to
academic Buddhism, sutra study Buddhism, they would describe the state of the source as a kind
of absolute tranquility wherein there is no need to seek anything, to desire anything, neither is
there any need to reject anything.    

In an earlier section of the Rinzai Roku Rinzai referred to the common view that simply
accepts the idea that the self is an existing thing as being the self that one gets from one’s mother.
The explanation of the state of the source as being a state of absolute tranquility is nothing more
than an explanation.    It’s the explanation that comes about when one has a consciousness activ-
ity that has unconditionally accepted the self as an existing entity, has never really questioned
whether the self is a thing, such a consciousness activity has no choice but to explain the state of
the source as being absolutely tranquil.    I know it’s hard to understand, but those of you that
have practiced maybe five ten years listen carefully to the point that is being made here.    

As is always mentioned by scholars of the subject Buddhism is a teaching about “innen”
that is to say cause and effect, which is technically referred to as “engi” or in Sanskrit “pratikya
sammudphada” the process of conditioned co-arising.    And in Buddhism when we talk about
theory, or the logical description of things, there is no theory there is no logical description other
than this description of what we call engi, pratikya samuphada, the process of conditioned co-
arising.    According to Tathagata Zen what we point out to people is that when we explain this
engi there are two perspectives.    One of them is the explanation of engi based on the uncondi -
tional acceptance as self as thing.    And from that perspective there is no way to explain the state
of the source, the state of the dharmakaya other than to describe it as a state of absolute tranquil-
ity wherein there is no need to think, wherein there is no need for anything.    But in Tathagata
Zen we attack that way of thinking from the very outset.    There are alot of monks in Japan born
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after world war two.    This is something they need to know about.
According to Tathagata Zen the perspective on engi is that you have to be able to look at

it from the perspective of a self, but you also have to be able to look at it from the perspective of
no fixated self.    In other words there are two ways to think about the activity of engi, one with
will, and the other without will.    And when one considers the activity of engi in its will-less as-
pect we call this the activity of emptiness, ku, shunyata.    I know you can’t figure out what I’m
talking about, but after I’m dead you’ll understand, so please listen in silence.    You probably
don’t realize what a difficult thing it is to understand the world of will-lessness.    According to
Tathagata Zen the real state of the dharmakaya, the real state of the activity of the source is none
other than this effortless doing.

This will-less coming together and coming into contrast of the thus going and the thus
coming, it takes place desire, it takes place without thought.    It is effortless and spontaneous.
This uniting and polarizing of the two activities, this is what we mean by “muni” as in Shakya-
muni the silent holy one.    Shakyamuni the silent sage of the Shakya clan refers to that young
man who was born under the name Prince Siddhartha, who not only experienced this effortless
doing of the source, but also was able to manifest the clear wisdom that could explain it.    So I
think you can understand that what we mean by engi the process of origination is none other than
the true muni, the true silent holy one, which is the absolutely effortless state of uniting of the
coming and going, and then the effortless coming into contrast the polarizing without separating
of these two activities.    

So, when we grow up, when we mature our consciousness matures to the point where it
turns into will.    The will that we call the bodhicitta, that strong desire to participate in the will-
less activity of the source.    And when we do the activity of engi we are none other than that for-
mative dynamic process of the dharma.    So we can see that there are two situations, the situation
where one as an act of will flows with, follows with the activity of the source and the situation
where one flows with the activity of the source without understanding it, one just does it without
knowing, it just happens to one.    And so when you understand this you’ll understand why there
are two positions, one position wherein we need to pray, we need to chant, we need to call on the
Buddha’s name, and another position where there is no need for prayer or chanting, who needs to
bow their head.    

Now of course it’s a fine thing to chant and to pray , but if one fails to properly under-
stand then one becomes under the control of, at the mercy of a personified activity of the dharma.
It’s fine thing to call upon the Buddha’s name, to pray, but it’s not a good thing to be bound by
God, to be under the control of the Buddha.    So according to Tathagata Zen if you’re gonna
pray, if you’re gonna chant, fine, but pray and chant in a way that you are not bound, that you are
not ...in a state that is beyond the control, and not at the mercy of God.

According to Rinzai if you are able to manifest that wisdom that really understands the
effortless activity, the effortless nature of the uniting and contrasting of the positive and negative,
the two aspects of the source then you will not be at the mercy of any thing.    

And this is what Rinzai means when he talks about not being under the deluded views of
others.    People say all sorts of things, this is right this is wrong, this is the way it is, that’s the
way it is, but if you are able to manifest that wisdom that understands how the source unites and
polarizes effortlessly then you will not fall under the sway, you will not be at the mercy of this
and that.    And although the translation says, “Do not be under the influence of people’s deluded
views,” the actual Chinese character “do not” also, in a deeper sense means, “there is not” in
other words there is no one that is controlled or controls to begin with.    If your eyes...if one’s
eyes wake up to this most fundamental principle that there is no controller or controlled then we
wont have wars anymore.    Everybody says peace is good, we must avoid war, but just about ev-
erybody is caught up in these human type delusions, and so there’s lip service to peace, but the
reality is war, and that’s the reason why.    Ah, this looks like a good place to leave off we’ve just
come to　our time so we’ll continue this tomorrow. 
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